CLOUDPLAN
EFFECTIVE CLOUD
PLANNING SERVICES

Cloud Planning Services from CDW
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CDW Canada is named the
Number One Solutions
Provider in Canada
for the fourth year in a row
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SOLUTION PROVIDERS OF 2016

CloudPlan incorporates six distinct
stages designed to get you up and
running in Cloud. Using the most
effective manner that was designed as a
new and innovative approach to Cloud
delivery. CloudPlan does not rely on
traditional or legacy steps in which many
other services use today.
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Awards & Partnerships

• Transform

CloudPlan helps you through each stage
of moving to a Cloud delivery model,
from initial steps to a fully implemented
service.
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• Reduced time to delivery

• Operate
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• Backed by a credible Cloud Services
organization with over a decade of
experience

• Migrate
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• Modern approach with relevant,
simple and clear outcomes

• Implement
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Benefits

• Design & Plan
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from Cloud Services.

• Discover & Assess
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CloudPlan delivers relevant and
clear outcomes aimed at identifying
and simplifying the steps needed to
enable your organization to benefit

It's important to have a clear view of your
current IT environment to avoid
roadblocks. Challenges may include not
knowing how to identify which services
are suitable for Cloud, where to start or
what the risks and pitfalls are. Limited
internal resources with proper Cloud
certifications can also be a roadblock to
successfully complete a solution.

CloudPlan works by leveraging a mixture
of modern tool-sets combined with
skilled and qualified consultants - which
have extensive experience and
capabilities to deliver a Cloud Service
outcome. Select the engagement you
require assistance with from the
following stages:
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CloudPlan is a purpose-built Cloud
delivery framework designed
by experts in Cloud design,
implementation, and management.

How CloudPlan works
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Need to Know

It is no surprise that Cloud Services
are revolutionizing the way in which
businesses operate, yet for many
organizations, moving to Cloud
can often be an overwhelming task.

The first step will be to meet with a Cloud
planning consultant who will work with
you to explain the procedure and begin
the CloudPlan process.

Is CloudPlan right for your
Organization?
CloudPlan is best used when you want to
develop a progressive and clear view on
how to move to a Cloud solution.
• Do you have a desire or business
objective to adopt Cloud Services?
• Are you having trouble knowing where to
start?
• Do you need help building a business plan
and identifying the costs associated with
Cloud?
• Does your IT department have a wide
range of certification and Cloud
Services knowledge?
• Are you looking to augment your internal
capabilities with a trusted IT services
partner?
• Do you want to reduce risks associated
with the complexities of Cloud
migrations?

Global Reach
Our International capability means that
no matter where your business operation
resides we have presence in those
locations to assist.

To learn more about CloudPlan contact
us via:

Email:
Website:
Twitter:
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ServicesCanada@cdw.ca
CDW.ca/solutions
@CDWCanada

CDW.ca | 800.972.3922

